Abstract. The capabilities offered by digital communication are leading to the evolution of new network structures that are grounded in communication patterns. As these structures are significant for organizations, much research has been devoted to understanding network dynamics in ongoing processes of electronic communication. A valuable method for this objective is Social Network Analysis. However, its current focus on quantifying and interpreting aggregated static relationship structures suffers from some limitations for the domain of analyzing online communication with high volatility and massive exchange of timed messages. To overcome these limitations, this paper presents a method for event-based dynamic network visualization and analysis together with its exploratory social network intelligence software Commetrix. Based on longitudinal data of corporate e-mail communication, the paper demonstrates how exploration of animated graphs combined with measuring temporal network changes identifies measurement artifacts of static network analysis, describes community formation processes and network lifecycles, bridges actor level with network level analysis by analyzing structural impact of actor activities, and measures how network structures react to external events. The methods and findings improve our understanding of dynamic phenomena in online communication and motivate novel metrics that complement Social Network Analysis.
Introduction
Electronic media are becoming one of the main means for interaction in the workplace (Fallows, 2002) . In addition to changing personal social behavior (e.g. Kraut et al., 2002 ) these means of computer-mediated communication affect organizational structures. For example, e-mail has
The resulting analysis can be misleading when temporal and structural change is an inherent network property; as with online communication networks with their complex processes of community formation based on massive timed message events. Further SNA researchers frequently generate lists of central actors without knowing how important persons came into a position or if their status is already declining. Another important drawback is the predominance of static network images for visual representation and interpretation of structural properties. Such graphs can not represent network change (Moody et al., 2005 (Moody et al., , p. 1207 .
To improve existing research methods and to create new insights about the dynamic properties of online social networks, this paper presents an approach that disaggregates relationships into their constituting events and suggests event-based dynamic network analysis. The introduced method has also been implemented in the associated exploratory social network intelligence software Commetrix (cf. Trier, 2004; Trier, 2005) . Based on the notion that visualization of information is the appropriate way to amplify cognition in complex domains (Card et al., 1999) , and that SNA can be augmented by improving current static visualizations (also cf. Moody et al., 2005) , the approach is to utilize current advances in information visualization to extend perceptional and analytical inferences about large amounts of dynamic network data. The individual streaming events are retained together with their time stamps for a more accurate dynamic visualization and measurement. The software implementation and especially its visualization are regarded as an important cornerstone that enables exploratory observation of dynamic network evolution.
The proposed event-based approach is a promising foundation for complementing existing SNA methods. Examples for its extensions include the analysis of group formation and stabilization over time, of actor paths to central positions, or of process oriented activity patterns with a structural impact on the network. Explicit recognition of relational events is further able to capture the growth of relationships and the network's reaction to external events. Generally, the method provides multiple integrated levels of analysis by linking actor attributes (e.g. types), actors' activity patterns, and the resulting impact on general network structures.
The broad research objective of this paper is to illustrate the advantages offered by the 2) What processes of general network and subgroup formation can be observed and described with event-based visualization and analysis?
3) How can event-based dynamic network analysis evaluate actor activity, i.e. the structural impact of actors who actively broker and integrate separate parts of the corporate network?
Which organizational positions have such actors? 4) What is the impact of external events on the network structure and its levels of change?
The paper begins with a brief introduction to Social Network Analysis followed by a discussion of the main shortcomings of its aggregated data and visualization model. Related research is then summarized to subsequently present the method of event-based dynamic network analysis and the associated software Commetrix for visualizing and analyzing the dynamics of evolving online communication networks. The suggested approach is applied to study the dynamics of the corporate e-mail communication network of Enron Corporation.
SNA concepts and their shortcomings for dynamic analysis
The methodological body of Social Network Analysis (SNA) is frequently applied to observe and analyze online social networks (e.g. Garton et al., 1997; Cho et al., 2005) . SNA typically builds a network of actors as nodes and their mutual relationships as ties. An overview of typical measures of SNA is provided in Table 1 . These measures include composition variables, i.e. the number and properties of actors, or structural variables, i.e. the properties of relationships. In an online communication context, a relationship can be derived by counting exchanged messages.
Relationship strength differs across communication media. For example, compared to e-mail, instant messages have much higher frequencies of interaction. However, in relative terms, strong and weak relationships can be identified for a defined technology of electronic communication.
Actors who maintain strong ties are more likely to share the resources they have (Wellman and Wortley, 1990) .
Another basic property is network size (cf. Table 1 ). Larger social networks tend to have more heterogeneity in their social characteristics and more complexity in their structure (Wellman and Potter, 1997) . Large heterogeneous networks (such as those often found online) are more likely to exhibit weak ties to different social circles which are beneficial for obtaining more diverse information (Granovetter, 1973; Garton et al., 1997) . A further important property often studied in network analysis is the centrality of selected actors (cf. The number of adjacent contacts a node has, e.g. e-mail communication partners. If the direction of the events is contained in the dataset, activity (out-degree) measures the relationship forming events initiated by the observed actor, e.g. establishing the contact, referring to another authors work, sending messages etc. Prominence (in-degree) measures the events initiated by actors adjacent to the observed node. Diameter Longest shortest path (distance in terms of steps) between two nodes in the network, e.g. the longest process (in terms of steps) of forwarding a mail in a network from one side of the network to the other. The larger the diameter, the less likely is the arrival of information on the other end of the network. Density
Connectedness of the network's nodes. Proportion of pair wise connections realized between n nodes of a network divided by the number of theoretically possible relationships between those n nodes. Communication networks usually have a low density (sparse network) as not all actors are connected to all others.
ClusteringCoefficient
Measure of sub-group formation and of the density of an ego-network. The proportion of links between the direct contacts of an observed ego-node divided by the theoretically possible links between its direct contacts. In a communication networks, this shows if contacts of an actor tend to share information directly (transitivity). Centrality Betweenness Measure of communication control. Number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes, which run through the observed node. In an e-mail network this could be the person who forwards important messages and thus is important for the information transfer between pairs of actors. This can be an important network position but is also critical for information transfer in a communication setting. Centrality Closeness Distance of a node to all other nodes in the network measured with average shortest path length. In a digital network this measure indicates how fast or efficient an actor can access the network and how likely it is, that information reaches him. Centrality Degree A simple centrality measure, counting the relative share of contacts of a node. Transmitters have an in-degree of 0 and an out-degree above 0. They have only sent messages to the network but did not receive any. Receivers have an out-degree of 0 and an in-degree of above 0. Carriers have in-degrees and out-degrees above 0 (normal case) and thus received and transmitted information between other nodes. Pulsetaker role A pulse taker has a small degree but connects to nodes with a high degree (e.g. hubs). The quotient between indirect links and direct links is high. This can be an efficient position as most information is likely to arrive without the need to maintain many contacts. Such gaps in recognizing dynamic processes have been long criticized by researchers:
"Models of structure are not sufficient unto themselves. Eventually one must be able to show how concrete social processes and individual manipulations shape and are shaped by structure" (White et al. 1976, p. 773 ; also cf. Emirbayer, 1997) . According to Doreian and Stokman (1996) studying network processes therefore requires the use of time, i.e. temporally ordered information in addition to descriptions of network structures as summarized information.
Empirical analysis of social network change started with the collection of small numbers of separate waves of relationship data with a primary focus on aggregated interim states of a network (e.g. Hammer, 1980; Freeman, 1984 ; a comprehensive overview is given in Doreian and Stokman, 1996, p.6) . These methods are limited to comparative studies of general differences between these states on the aggregated network level. The actual sequence of activities is lost and changes in the relationship pattern can average out between two points of observation.
Hence, such comparative analysis may be employed in domains with little temporal change (e.g. kinship networks) but seems inappropriate for studying fast paced online communication.
An approach that takes some repeatedly collected waves of relationship data as input and estimates the existence of certain dynamic effects in a network is the stochastic actor-driven model (e.g. Snijders, 2001 factors expressing theoretic network effects (e.g. maximization of reciprocity or similarity among actors). Each factor has a parameter that can be estimated based on the waves of empirical data. This approach is close to another approach that employs probabilistic ties and uses a multi-agent based simulation model to predict network behavior (Carley, 2003) .
Such studies typically computed general variables at the network level using only a few waves of aggregated data (also cf. Moody et al., 2005) , and did not relate structural change directly to time units. Thus the notion of pace or fluctuation of the network is not addressed. In terms of insightful visual representation, the studies mainly rely on line graphs with one or more variables (e.g. transitivity, reciprocity, density, and centrality) over a time-axis. Despite the key role of imagery in network research (Freeman, 2000) , the above approaches do not exploit dynamic visualization to leverage the analysis. Other approaches in the field of visualization of dynamic networks do so; these are briefly discussed next.
Related approaches in Visualizing Dynamic Social Networks
Since the beginning of graph theoretic analysis, there is a slow but continuous evolution of Freeman, 2000) . Examples for current analytical software packages are Ucinet (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 1992) or Pajek (Batagelj and Mrvar, 1998) . They usually import formatted data files and provide sophisticated statistical analysis.
They further can generate structural network graphs, which can then be exported as images or 3D models. Although Pajek recently introduced means to define in which time periods nodes or links were present in order to compute partial networks, such tools are based on data about aggregated structures and do not automatically capture, evaluate or animate dynamic data and events from communication sources.
An alternative family of approaches comes from visualizations of online social spaces of electronic communication. They suggest various intuitive metaphors to represent online social activity, e.g. graphical tree-like hierarchies of postings (e.g. Smith and Fiore, 2001 ), a garden with flower petals, or a tree with leaves to convey the 'health' of the electronic group (e.g. Girgensohn et al., 2003) . This has also resulted in the formulation of the concept of Social Translucency, as "an approach to designing digital systems that emphasizes making social information visible within the system" (Erickson and Kellogg, 2000) . This family of approaches was the first to employ motion for insightful and 'living' virtual representations of changes in the conversation. However, compared to event-based network analysis, those concepts were developed to aid the user in visually navigating online spaces. They do neither provide for a quantitative network analysis of the displayed dynamic structures nor do they explicitly focus on relationships.
A further related development is the advancement of general graph drawing packages. One example is Graphviz of AT&T Labs Research (Ellson et al., 2004) . As an open source graph visualization package, it is a collection of software for viewing and manipulating abstract graphs in the software engineering, networking, databases, knowledge representation, and bioinformatics. All early algorithms of Graphviz concentrated on static layouts, until Dynagraph was introduced in 2004 which includes algorithms, that "maintain a model graph with layout information, and accept a sequence of insert, modify or delete subgraph requests, with the subgraphs specifying the nodes and edges involved" (Ellson et al., 2004, p.14) . The focus, though, is on interactive editors for general graph drawing with applicable technical layout concepts and software libraries to dynamically update a graph view. The libraries include no network analytical approach or perspective and are not focused on social networks.
There are three contemporary approaches that, similar to the method presented in this paper, work on the actual integration of Social Network Analysis and changing graphs. Perer and Shneiderman (2006) introduced an approach that includes some functions to trace changes in network data by hiding links outside a selected moveable time window. Nodes maintain a fixed position based on the final network configuration. This mode has been termed flipbook by Moody et al. (2005 Moody et al. ( , p.1234 as it is a static technique that reveals how a network structure unfolds over time based on interactions. However, the lack of dynamic repositioning of nodes yields interim networks with uninformative layouts. For example, nodes with an early but weak relationship would eventually be placed far apart, but early in the sequence would better be Beyond this flipbook technique, the two more advanced approaches of dynamic network visualization by Gloor et al. (2004) and Moody et al. (2005) try to represent structural change as motion in a social network graph. Both segment longitudinal data into subsequent time windows and render their individual network graphs, which are then visualized as an animated sequence.
To provide visual consistency for the changing node locations, positional transitions are computed between subsequent visualization frames. However, the suggested techniques based on transitions between time frames produce much unnecessary node movement that result in many crossings or long edges in the dynamic layout. This is likely to decrease readability for datasets larger than 50 to 100 nodes due to much simultaneous motion.
A further obstacle to dynamic network research is that these software tools provide extensions to visualize network data but lack a direct integration with functionality to compute SNA metrics for selected network sections. The user interface still exhibits much potential for improving exploratory analysis and in-depth quantitative insights of the visualized networks or for manipulations of the dataset (e.g. filtering out a subset). On the other hand, the approach of Perer and Shneiderman (2006) verification. Only a few recent approaches have started to develop visual means for observing change in social networks, but they do not study the impact of activities or external events on the final network structure. Extant visualization techniques still suffer from some limitations and are not comprehensively connected to exploratory network measurement. Without such integration, novel measures that better capture network dynamics remain unattainable.
A Methodology for Dynamic Visualization and Measurement Approaches
Commetrix is a java-based tool constructed for event-based dynamic network analysis and attempts to address the limitations of current approaches. The development of this tool started at about the same time as the above related approaches (cf. Trier 2004 Trier , 2005 and has yielded a comprehensive set of software-based methods for exploratory static and dynamic visualization with integrated analysis of social network measures.
The underlying framework for event-based dynamic network analysis consists of a data model that contains information about the network including the timing of network events. Integrated with that is a sophisticated visualization technique based on a 2D/3D spring embedder (cf. Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991) that allows for adding and deleting network elements to a graph representation. Finally, a special method for smooth graph transitions has been developed. First, the fast paced communication data needs to be sampled and stored in a data model for systematic analysis. Conventional SNA datasets are based on a graph G = (N, L) which consists of a finite set of nodes N and a finite set of lines L that are constituted by pairs (n i ,n j ) of nodes (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p.122 several changes for storing the network data.
Relating to Doreian's and Stokman's (1997, p. 3) definition of a network process as a "series of events that create, sustain, and dissolve social structures", relationships are not directly considered but their constituting timed events are captured. In communication network analysis such relational events are created by exchanging messages with others. From these events, relationships can be aggregated. In the most basic sample procedure every message event will increment the relationship's strength by a value of 1. The simple case of dichotomous relationships (absent vs. present ties) can be covered by only modeling a single timed event that
creates the relationship at a specific time. In studies of online communication, replies and carbon copy e-mails can be stored as relational events or can be intentionally ignored in the sampling process. adding or deleting nodes and arcs" (Moody et al., 2005) or as (Gloor et al., 2004) layout algorithm (Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991) . It can accommodate new nodes into an existing network layout. A major reduction in unnecessary node movement has been achieved by relating node inertia to their number of contacts (degree). As a result, larger structures become more inert and less connected nodes quickly move towards them. This keeps established parts as stable as they should appear, while drawing the user's full attention to moving areas where the actual change happens. The movement in the evolving graph of online communication thus directly represents structural changes and in effect, the social network looks like a real living system of interactive elements in a network relation. In analogy, relationships and nodes older than the observed time window can be dynamically taken out of the layout procedure. This yields visualizations that directly show the recent changes in the network's evolution.
Network

Analysis and Discussion
The research questions posed in the introduction are now addressed by illustrating the capabilities of this approach with a sample of corporate e-mail data of Enron. The data were 
Isolating Volatility in Communication Patterns and Positions
The first research question concerned the artifacts created by conventional summative SNA. burstiness and volatility (i.e. variance) can help to establish, when dynamic analysis is necessary in order to prevent measurement errors from inappropriate aggregated sampling. At the actor level, sudden changes can further be related to actor properties (e.g. membership duration) or used to identify a-typical changes as a signal for possible suspect behavior. On the other hand, dynamic network analysis can also help to remove unrepresentative anomalies from the network data, which otherwise would result in an incorrect representation of the final structure.
Network and Subgroup Formation
Next to observing single nodes and their positional changes in the network's structure, dynamic analysis provides improved means to describe the development of the complete network and its separation of sections over time (research question 2). The following descriptive analysis of the formation process of the Enron e-mail network is based on a combination of exploratory visual inspection and time dependent SNA measures performed using Commetrix. The focus was on identifying typical patterns by which certain social network architectures and subgroups emerge. center. In this process, the initiator of section 3, node 90, loses its brokering position (betweenness declines to 1.5%) and a new actor emerges with node 9 (betweenness 8%). Actors 6 and 76 in the center grow in their degree (denoted by node size). They largely contact nodes within the center and thus increase the density of that area. In the final period, all peripheral sections develop more separation but remain connected with each other via the center. Figure 3 gives an example of how dynamic visualization shows such a brokering situation. On the observed day, the marked node impacts the overall network structure by connecting three otherwise disconnected segments of the network. The process results in shorter network paths and thus contributes to the formation of a more integrated network structure.
Research question 3 further concerns the organizational ranks of actors with a high brokering activity level. To establish this relationship, available data about 95 organizational positions is utilized. In the example shown in Figure 3 , the observed node has the rank president (represented by node color and label) and its new contacts are also above management level: one director and two vice presidents. For the following analysis, it has to be noted that the sample is not a random measured. By that, the structural impact of actor attributes and activities on the overall formation of the social network structure is uncovered.
The Impact of External Events
Related to the analysis of activities, dynamic visualization of sliding time windows can be utilized to learn about the reactions of an electronic communication network to external events 
Conclusions and Outlook
The approach described in this paper has two types of implications: insights about the dynamics of an e-mail network and methodical insights about how event-based dynamic network analysis can help researchers and practitioners to learn more about social networks with massive timed events. From a methodological point of view, these findings demonstrate the novel research perspectives resulting from event-based dynamic network analysis. Networks are now less a static phenomenon but can be perceived as a versatile structure in constant change and motion.
Dynamic analysis of Enron
The main underlying methodological difference in the approach described here is disaggregating demonstrated by Enron's peak of networking in coincidence with its bankruptcy filing. With that, researchers could extend studies of other drastic impacts on networks (e.g. catastrophes) to derive more informed prediction models for networking behavior. For the practitioner, the presented approach allows improved detection of emerging organizational communities and their developing integration with other groups (e.g. after reorganization). Active people which might not be detected by static metrics can be identified, or changes and activity levels of network areas can be analyzed to measure network reactions on external stimuli (e.g. campaigns).
Future research will need to augment the exploratory study discussed in this paper to arrive at a methodology for robust scientific insights into network dynamics. Currently, important objectives include the quantification and automation of the dynamic measure brokering activity.
Another challenging field of research is the design of algorithms that automatically identify the formation of online communities as (emerging) borders between sections of the network to support current visual inspection and to advance the current descriptive account of network evolution. This can enable the recognition of typical temporal interaction patterns in large networks of online communication. If future algorithms can compare masses of incremental subsequent subnets in order to identify and measure patterns or temporal relationships among patterns, stability in network structures can be advanced from a general description to a quantified measure to compare subgroup dynamics within an overall network.
A final direction of our current research recognizes that the message event properties of the presented method for event-based network analysis can also store contents. Such a combination of content analysis with dynamic analysis allows new ways of studying innovation diffusion over time in online communities and can advance SNA towards Social Network Intelligence.
